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that is, the power decreases with the time at a greater, but with
the distance at a slower, rate than corresponds to the power
dissipation.
For a wave moving in opposite direction, again the sign of X
and thus of co would be reversed,
35. In the equations (10) to (15), the power-transfer constant
$ is assumed as positive. In general, it is more convenient to
assume that s may be positive or negative; positive for an increas-
ing, negative for a decreasing, flow of power. The equations (13)
to (15) then apply also to the case (6) of decreasing power flow,
but in the latter case s is negative. They also apply to the case
(a) for s = 0.
The equation of current, voltage, and power of a traveling wave
then can be combined in one expression:
i = tV~(M+s)'e±sXCOs(<£Tto^	;
e = e0e- <«+«)*€ ±sX cos (0=Fco — 7) -~^~a(FFX)	=     —	'    '
pQ = !^?
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where the upper sign applies to a wave traveling in the direction
toward rising values of X, the lower sign to a wave traveling in
opposite direction, toward decreasing X. Usually, waves of both
directions of travel exist simultaneously (and in proportions de-
pending on the terminal conditions of the oscillating system, as
the values of i and e at its ends, etc.)*
s = 0 corresponds to a traveling wave of constant power flow
(case (a)).
s > 0 corresponds to a traveling wave of increasing power flow,
that is, a wave which drains the circuit over which it travels of
some of its stored energy, and thereby increases the time rate of
dying out (case (c)),
s < 0 corresponds to a traveling wave of decreasing power flow,
that is, a wave which supplies energy to the circuit over which it
travels, and thereby decreases the time rate of dying out of the
transient.
If $ is negative, for a transient wave, it always must be
since, if — $ > u9 u + s would be negative, and «-<«*-M< would
increase with the time; that is, the intensity of the transient would

